GARDEN MEDLEY
I just love seeing the beautiful colors of the blooming flowers in the spring and summer.
At least in my area that is the only time we see them in bloom. But now you can see them year
round with this easy to make 21” x 24 ½” wall quilt. There are three panels in this project, and in
this workshop we will focus on the just the center panel. You will be thrilled with your smooth
curves, sharp points and perfect circles as you begin to hand appliqué on this wonderful little
project.

Pattern plus other items fee: $20.00 (includes pattern, glue pen, transfer papers,
handout packet, hand sewing needle, some Perfect Stems and more)
SUPPLIES
Scissors, both paper and fabric
Small pins to position appliqué
Fabric markers to trace around templates
Pencil
Emery board
Sandpaper-optional
Tape
Rotary cutter, board and ruler
Iron

FABRIC
100% cotton recommended for best results
1/8 yard pieces or scraps of four to five different fabrics for the leaves.
One fat quarter for the longer stems
1/8 yard pieces or scraps for the petals, berries and buds
(I used three different pink fabrics and four different purple fabrics)
1/8 yard piece or scraps of yellows for flower centers and buds
5/8 yard for background and binding
1/3 yard for border and sashing
We will need several sewing machines for some straight line sewing to make the stems. If you are
attending the workshop with a friend plan to share a machine. We will only need it for a short time. Those
bringing a machine should also bring a top or edge-stitching or zipper foot for their machine. If you are
not sure bring all your feet and we will see which one works the best.
I will be providing one of my favorite needles and the use of my favorite appliqué threads.

